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INDIAN E-GOVERNANCE LANDSCAPE: CHANGES 

REQUIRED FOR SUCCESS 
 

Abstract—  
 

E governance is the new ―Holy Grail‖ of the world. The Indian population also has caught the buzz with 

the government and private sector all gunning to turn the conventional pen and paper system into this one 

stop shop for all. It truly has the potential to benefit Indian citizens exponentially and has a very high role 

for the government. With the advent of various upcoming ambitious e-governance projects including the 

apple of everyone‘s eye - implementation of Digital India. This turn around to E-governance will provide 

us Indians a citizen centric, transparent, accountable, and simple and fast governing through easy 

interaction with the authorities with information technology becoming the back bone of all aspects of 

governance. 

This paper evaluates the potential benefits of e-governance, analysis the status of implementation of E-

governance projects with respect to the rest of the world and lays more emphasis on the challenges and 

deterrents that are in the way of implementing e governance practically in a diverse country like India. This 

paper further focuses on the various measures that can be taken to improvise the implementation of e-

governance, and reduce the failure rate of these projects and also looks at key determinants for improving 

governance through e-Governance in India. It seeks to analyze limiting factors and impediments in the way 

of proliferating e-Governance in India. IT initiatives in the government in India have largely been on a 

piecemeal basis characterized by a lack of vision that has limited the resultant benefits ,but with the 

ambitious Digital India Project at its inception things have started moving in a positive direction and that 

too at a fast pace. This paper   suggests adopting a   holistic approach based on innovative partnership 

models, improving the policy framework and break the barriers that exist in implementation of    

E-Governance. 

Keywords—E-governance, digital, ICT, Challenges, 
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Introduction  
 

The advent of Computers in general and Internet in particular has infused a new energy and enthusiasm in 

the entire working of the system. The emphasis now is on the implementation of technology in providing 

faster and easier access of various services by the government to its citizens. The globe seems to be a more 

connected place with everything available at the click of a mouse. Egovernance is the use of Information 

and Communication technologies to facilitate the processes of government and public administration for 

achieving Good Governance, with transparency, efficiency and simplicity as its various facets. 

E-governance is defined as the application of electronic means in the interaction between government and 

citizens as well as all government and business interactions to simplify, improve and make the operations 

of government transparent to its citizens.  

E-governance is no longer an experiment in administrative reform but is now permanent part of the 

governing process. Egovernance is an interactive gateway of communication and coordination between a 

government and its citizens, business entities and other governmental units through the use of web-based 

and other electronic technologies. Governance has the potential to provide higher quality and speedy 

services to the citizens who in turn would increase democratic participation, accountability and 

transparency. 

India witnessed the start of e governance with the introduction of National e-governance plan in 2006 and 

m governance in 2012. In our country many states for example Karnataka, Orissa, Andhra pradesh started 

attempting e-governance solutions to improve the management and governance. Having said this when it 

comes to implementation of e-governance in India, there exists hindrances in the form of loopholes in 

installing IT infrastructure, a lack of political will, a great digital divide, huge demographical distinction, 

low IT Literacy among many more. 

It is therefore paramount to study, understand and try to solve the various deterrents that are in the way of 

proper and full implementation of e-governance throughout the country. 

E-governance though has taken some upbeat with the launch of the most ambitious project of ‗Digital India 

‗by our PM. Digital India vision or the core and full implementation of e governance is centered along 
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many key areas which need to be developed and integrated with a fast speed. The success of e governance 

projects particularly in a diverse country like ours is dependent on many aspects and there have been only 

few achievements or only few successful projects as till some years ago. We as a nation have tended to 

follow a silo approach to it—some implementation has taken place but that is more or less disjointed and 

therefore has a little impact. There has been a proliferation of portals in India, but a majority of them 

cannot be considered anywhere near the standards where they are expected to be one stop shops that 

provide end to end services to the citizens. However Digital India can be considered to be achievable but it 

has a set of challenges that need to be dealt and solutions need to be found. 

Global Scenario 

 

E-governance is not just about improving delivery of services to the citizens, business and government but 

is also about blending Information and Communications technology(ICT) with administrative reforms to 

make government more efficient ,drive down cost and increase transparency in how government  

department works. If implemented properly it can be asset for the unserved and underserved areas in India 

and help drive new levels of efficiency to government services in India. According to the World Economic 

Forum‘s league table measuring the impact of technology on the development of nations, Denmark is at the 

top of the list with other Nordic countries Sweden, Finland and Norway following it. 

 In Japan, the e-Japan Strategy emphasizes the development of local e-governance schemes, including self-

evaluation of online government services, allowing citizens' feedback and participation. 

In Africa, many countries are developing National ICTs Strategies that, in some cases, are already 

producing positive results and are leading (or can lead) to success. UK is using e-government services to 

deliver local democracy and reaching out to the next generation of voters with councilor blogs, democracy 

themed games and national school level debates and voting programs. 

E-governance capabilities of a nation are measured the world over by the UN e-government survey 

rankings. As of 2014, India‘s global rank was 118, out of 182, in these rankings.            

               The top 10 nations in the UN global e-government survey are as below: 
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RANK  

COUNTRY 

 

EDGI INDEX 

 

1. Republic of Korea 0.9462 

2 Australia 0.9103 

3 Singapore 0.9076 

4 France 0.8938 

5 Netherlands 0.8897 

6 Japan 0.8874 

7 United States of America 0.8748 

8 United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 0.8695 

9 New Zealand 0.8644 

10 Finland 0.8449 

- ---  

- --  

- ---  

118 India 0.3834 

 

Source: UN e-Governance survey 2014 

 

The Department of Economic and Social Affairs,  United  Nations Public Administration Network 

conducts e-Government survey which includes a section titled e-Government Readiness. It is the only 

report in the world that assesses the e-government development status of the 193 United Nations Member 

States. It serves as a tool for decision-makers to identify their areas of strength and challenges in e-

government and to guide e-government policies and strategies. The UN e-government readiness index is an 

internationally agreed-upon composite index that measures the capacity of governments to develop and 

implement e-government services. The index ranges from 0 (low level of readiness) to 1 (high level of 

readiness). Constructed within the framework of the UN global e-government survey, the indicator consists 

of three sub-indices: the web measure index, the telecommunication infrastructure index and the human 

capital index. According to a research report, in the United States of America, 90% of the citizens use 

websites as the primary method of interacting with the government and 75% prefer to complete 

government transactions online. E-governance is also seen as a mark of trust and transparency-- 67% 

people are more likely to trust the government when they are able to interact with it on the internet. 

Research also suggests that digitizing and changing government service delivery mechanisms to a digital 

form could help governments across the world save U.S. $1trillion annually (cumulative). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Public_Administration_Network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Public_Administration_Network
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According to the United Nations e-governance survey 2014 which is conducted every 2 years the standing 

of India on various parameters of development indexes in comparison with the corresponding  world 

leaders ,is not great .The table shown below explains why India needs to shift the current paradigm of 

implementation and that too at a fast pace.             

Table 1: E-Government Development Index: Comparison of India with World Leader 

 

Country (out of 

193) 

E-government 

Development index 

Web 

measured 

index 

Telecommunication 

Infrastructure 

Human 

Capital  

index 

RANK value VALUE VALUE VALUE 

India 118 0.3834 0.5433 0.1372 0.4968 

World leader 

Republic of 

Korea 

1 0.9462 0.9764 0.9350 0.9273 

 

Source: etaal.gov.in 

 

The same survey also indicates the slow and stagnant approach in acquiring and applying of ICT‘s in 

comparison with the rest of the world. The table below shows the   ICT Development Sub-indexes in 

Comparison with the World Leader. 

              Table 2: Comparison of India’s ICT Development sub-indexes with World Leader                     

 

Country(out of 166)             Overall 

IDI 

IDI Access Sub-Index IDI Use Sub-

Index 

Index 

IDE Skill Sub-

index 

 

 

Rank Value Rank Value Rank Value Rank Value 

India 129 2.59 132 3.01 133 0.68 121 5.20 

World Leader  Denmark 8.86 Luxembourg 9.46 Denmark 8.71 Greece 9.90 

 

Source: etaal.gov.in 

 

However, apart from all the gloomy reports, in   the current scenario particularly in the past 2-3 years ,India 

is seeing a considerable growth in the use of online mode of purchasing, interacting and getting used to it, 

and hence  the  increase in the number of online transactions involving citizens and the government.  The 

number of such e-transactions has grown by more than 200% in 2 years: from 840 million in 2013 to 2580 

million in 2015.The number of e-transactions is seen to vary greatly across states. Telangana, Andhra 
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Pradesh and Kerala lead the rest of the nation by a long way in carrying out transactions with the 

government online. The list of the top 5 states based on the number of e-transactions carried out between 

Jan 1, 2015 and August 1, 2015, is given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Telangana     A.P          Kerala           Gujrat           H.P 

 

Source: etaal.gov.in 

 

 

In spite of the negativity around the implementation of egovernance in India, our poor rankings in 

comparison with the various other countries, all is still not lost and there has been some silver lining in the 

form of some successful egovernance projects, though the number is very low considering the vast 

opportunities that our country presents. Few of the successfully implemented e-governance projects are:-  

 

SUCCESSFUL INDIAN E-GOVERNANCE PROJECTS: 
 

Project Akshaya 

 

‗Akshaya‘, an IT dissemination project, was launched on 18th November 2002 as a pilot in Malappuram, a 

district in Kerala. The project envisaged development of 5000 networked Multi-purpose Community 

Technology Centers - Akshaya e Kendras - to provide ICT access to the entire population of the state. The 

objective of this project was to make at least one person in each of over 65 Lakh (6,500,000) families in the 

state e-literate. Run by private entrepreneurs, each e-Kendra was envisaged to be set up within 2-3 

kilometers of every household to cater to the requirements of around 1000-3000 families to make available 

the power of networking and connectivity to the common man‘ or citizen. Akshaya is a social and 

economic catalyst focusing on the various facets of e-learning, e-transaction, e-governance, information 

and communication. The success in Malappuram has led to a state wide roll out of the project. 
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APOnline 

 

APOnline (www.aponline.gov.in) is a digital gateway of the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh to provide 

multiple government services through multiple channels, anytime and anywhere to citizens and businesses 

through a single window. The bi-lingual portal has redefined government-citizen interface and 

government-business interface by providing information, interactive and payment services to the citizens. 

The APOnline solution is based on the lifecycle event model, dictated by events in the citizen‘s lifecycle. 

APOnline has a self-sustaining delivery model and is currently working through 1300 kiosks and 

franchises. APOnline delivers government information and services through Internet, manned and 

unmanned kiosks and collection agents. The model had generated employment for over 2000 people in the 

state. APOnline has developed a host of applications for the benefit of rural citizens and farmers. It has also 

helped bridge the digital divide to a great extent. 

The portal has resulted in greater transparency, convenience, accountability and responsiveness for citizens 

and businesses and lower overall costs for citizens and businesses. It has also helped governments enjoy an 

improved image and cost-savings by reduced delivery cost. 

 

 

E-Choupal 

 

The E-Choupal model, http://www.itcportal.com, is centered on a network of ‗e-Choupals‘ which are 

information centers armed with a computer connected to the Internet. The e-Choupals, information centers 

linked to the Internet, represent an approach to seamlessly connect subsistence farmers with global 

markets. E-Choupal has helped link the largest labour force with the mandis, the international markets as 

well as the final consumer at much reduced transaction costs. The e-Choupal initiative; one of the largest 

information technology-based intervention in rural India has transformed the Indian farmer into a 

progressive knowledge-seeking netizen. It has enriched the farmer with knowledge and elevated him to a 

new order of empowerment. 
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Given the low levels of literacy in the rural sector, the role of the lead farmer of the village, in facilitating 

physical interface between the computer terminal and the farmers is central to project e-Choupal. E-

Choupal delivers real-time information and customized knowledge to improve the farmer's decision-

making ability, thereby better aligning farm output to market demands; securing better quality, productivity 

and improved price discovery. The model helps aggregate demand in the nature of a virtual producers' co-

operative, in the process facilitating access to higher quality farm inputs at lower costs for the farmer. The 

e-Choupal initiative also creates a direct marketing channel, eliminating wasteful intermediation and 

multiple handling, thus reducing transaction costs and making logistics efficient. Smart Cards enable 

farmer identification provides customized information on the echoupal.com website.  

 

 WHY DO E-GOVERNANCE PROJECTS FAIL – CHALLENGES   
 

Although E-governance has an enormous potential to benefit Indian citizens but till now India has majorly 

failed to materialize those benefits due to lack of proper implementation. Irony with our country is the 

contradiction that India even after being recognized as a global leader in the delivery of IT Services, it 

suffers from very little   internal IT development in the country. Of course, one or two e-governance 

initiatives of India have been successful but if we see the larger picture, e-governance has emerged as a 

failure in India. In fact, e-governance is a remedy worse than the malady in India.  

India‘s central and state governments have tended to follow a silo approach to egovernance.  This has 

prevented the absolute necessity for the benefits of IT to percolate to the grass root level and has left the 

disjointed silos ineffective and relatively unused. At the International level India‘s ranking till recently had 

been   falling when it comes to basic prerequisites of e-governance, i.e. e-readiness, public-governmental 

interaction, public services, etc. The grass root level action has been missing although now some action is 

visible and there has been some improvement in our rankings at the international level.  

India‘s poor position in all the meaningful world rankings over a period of years clearly indicate a 

desperate  need to take some serious measures to improve the e-Governance scenario in India but before 
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providing solutions we need to understand the challenges or the limitations that are present in our country 

in the implementation of e-governance. 

 

Some pertinent challenges 

 

India being a country of diverse cultures, languages, setup, and therefore there are large numbers of 

potential barriers in the implementation of e-Governance. A great digital divide and difference of  class and 

status , huge demographic disparity ,hence unequal access to the computer technology by the citizen, high 

initial cost for setting up the e government solutions and resistance to change add up to posing huge 

hindrances in the path of implementation, of egovernance. 

The Challenges can therefore be identified as unreachable technology, trust, resistance to change, digital 

divide, cost and privacy and security concerns among many more. 

 

 

 

1. Technology Issues 
 

In technology there are three basic elements. These are infrastructure layer, integration technology and 

application layer. The technologies and services for networking in e-governance is the infrastructure layer 

which is about hardware and software required to generate a web site, as well as it is about the equipment‗s 

location and who looks after it. Application layer is made up of software and services that either extend the 

site‗s performance or make it easier to manage. The integration layer is to use the Internet to tie together 

practically all the traditional disciplines associated with various services provided by the web site. The 

technology has to reach the most remote areas, without which it is almost impossible to provide 

egovernance facilities to the citizens. Currently the reach of Technology is not across the length and 

breadth of the country, also the users need to be trained to be able to use the technology. 

 

2. Adoption of Internet 
 

Apart from infrastructure installation, adoption of the internet remains a concern. Internet penetration has 

remained close to 15% in India while in China it is nearly 46%. Moreover, people in poor areas would find 
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it difficult to afford internet through broadband or mobile. Low literacy level, lack of content with regional 

relevance; lack of appropriate access devices also hinder the adoption. The implementation of all these 

complex technologies in our country especially in the rural areas with diverse setup is a tough challenge, 

which needs to be dealt up strongly as without technological empowerment things won‘t start working. 

 

3. Resistance to change 
 

The innovation diffusion theory states that over time an innovation will diffuse through a population, and 

the rate of   adoption will vary between those who adapt early to those who adopt the innovation much 

later. The resistant to change phenomenon can explain much of the hesitation that occurs on the part of 

constituents in moving from a paper based to a Web-based system for interacting with government. 

Citizens, employees and businesses can all have their biases with respect to how transactions should be 

processed. However, government entities and public policy administrators cannot ignore the changes that 

occur as a result of the implementation of information and communication technology (ICT). A lot of 

convincing and persuasion is required to make people aware of the benefits of using ICT as a facilitator in 

the implementation of e-governance. Creating Awareness and making public shun their orthodox methods 

of interacting with the government and adapt to the new methods regarding the benefits of technology is a 

tough job to do in a country like ours. 

 

4. Digital Divide 

 

The digital divide refers to the separation that exists between individuals, communities, and businesses that 

have access to information technology and those that do not have such access Social, economic, 

infrastructural and ethno-linguistic indicators provide explanations for the presence of the digital divide 

Economic poverty is closely related to limited information technology resources. An individual living 

below poverty line cannot afford a computer, and therefore for him to harness the benefits of e-government 

and other online services is a remote possibility. As the digital divide narrows, broader adoption of e-

government in the public domain becomes possible. Economic poverty is not the only cause of digital 

divide. It can also be caused by the lack of awareness among the people. Even some of the economic stable 
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people don‗t know about the scope of e-governance. Awareness can only help to bring users to that service 

delivery channel once. It cannot guarantee sustained use of the system unless the system is also designed in 

such a way as to deliver satisfactory outcome. Procedures need to be simplified to deliver concrete benefits 

and clear guidelines provided to encourage their use by the actual end users and reduce user‘s dependence 

on middlemen/intermediaries 

 

5. Privacy and Security 

 

There exist three basic levels of access exists for e-government stakeholders: no access to a Web service; 

limited access to a Web-service or full-access to a Web service, however when personal sensitive data 

exists the formation of the security access policy is a much more complex process with legal consideration 

.With the implementation of e-government projects, effective measures need to be taken to protect sensitive 

personal information. A lack of clear security standards and protocols can limit the development of projects 

that contain sensitive information such as income, medical history. With cybercrime on the rise, the idea of 

putting information of about a billion citizens online seems like a risky move. Hence highest levels of 

security measures and protocols would need to be taken to ensure a safe environment for the citizens and 

therefore security and privacy pose a tough challenge towards the implementation of egovernance. 

 

6. Data Speed 

 

Data speed is another area where India faces a big hurdle. India is ranked 20th in mobile data speed. 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Funding issues 

 

Around the world, governments provided funding for the select pilot projects on government on-line, 

including projects such as public works, government services, and human resources. The real challenge for 

the government is to go about funding the full range of initiatives in order to achieve the objective of 
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―Government Online. One suggestion is that the concerned department has to come up with adequate fund 

by themselves. Other issue is utilizing the available resources both in the plan sector and outside it.For 

example, in Andhra Pradesh, India, a grand plan for IT infrastructure envisaging to connect every mandal 

or taluka headquarters with broadband fiber optic or wireless links to a state wide network called AP State 

Wide Area Network (APSWAN). Accordingly, each state government is expected to strengthen the 

infrastructure in this manner for the project of ―Government Online 

8. Trust 
 

Trust can be defined along two dimensions: as an assessment of a current situation, or as an innate 

personality trait or predisposition. The implementation of public administration functions via e-government 

requires the presence of two levels of trust. The first is that the user must be confident, comfortable and 

trusting of the tool or technology with which they will interact. The second dimension of trust pertains to 

trust of the government. There has to be a balance between ensuring that a system prevents fraudulent 

transactions and the burden that extensive checks can take place on people who are honest. 

 

9.  Manpower 

 

Skilled manpower is, perhaps, the biggest challenge of all. India has nearly 475 million people engaged in 

labor, out of which about 93% are engaged in unorganized labor. Skilled manpower is essential for the 

development and effective adoption of new technologies. Creating a system to train and provide gainful 

employment to so many people is an immense challenge. 

In spite of all these challenges, the focus has now shifted from the theoretical part to the implementation 

part of egovernance. With the ambitious Digital India project being a closely monitored project, 

egovernance is possibly now on a fast track and if the challenges are dealt with sternly, egovernance can 

become a reality. 
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Suggestions and Concluding Remarks 
 

Based on the global experiences, this Paper recommends that the Government of India adopts a plan to 

implement effective e-Governance in India.  

The Government and Indian Bureaucrats need to change their mindset and stress more upon outcomes and 

services rather than mere ICT procurement. India needs a services-based approach that is not only 

transparent but also backed by a more efficient and willing Government. We are stressing too much upon 

the size of the executing companies rather than upon the necessary expertise to in fact execute the allotted 

project. 

Therefore in order To realize the vision of promoting inclusive growth through empowerment of citizens, it 

is important to reach out to citizens in the remotest of locations and make them part of India‘s growth 

story. Globally, technology has been the greatest enabler in causing disruptive change. India‘s story is no 

different, and the use of digital technologies to educate and empower citizens is being seen as a game-

changer. Given India‘s vast expanse and differences in demographics across the nation, there is also a vast 

difference in the level of adoption among the citizenry. To ensure success of its initiatives in the digital 

space, the government will have to take steps across multiple functional areas, some of which are outlined 

below: 

The government should focus on putting in place regulations that ensure smooth adoption of digital 

services. Regulations around net neutrality, use of cash cards/ wallet services, etc. should be instituted 

along with the other initiatives of implementation of  E-governance. Regulatory clarity will builds trust 

about government services among citizens and encourage them to opt for these services.  
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Effective implementation: There are two key imperatives to be considered for effective implementation. 

 

Skill enhancement: The government should focus on skill enhancement of its workforce through training 

programmes or hiring of private sector experts. The government can collaborate with the private sector 

through PPP model, consulting assignment, etc.  

Planning and implementation: The government, along with system integrators developing various 

platforms, should adopt agile implementation practices. The platforms developed should be ‗future-proof‘ 

i.e. upgradable and scalable in a cost-effective manner.  

Budget constraints: The government should tap into the available pool of resources such as manpower, 

budgets, private sector fund, etc. in an optimal manner and should put monitoring mechanisms in place to 

ensure right allocation of resources at the right places. Banking institutions should be more liberal in their 

credit appraisal process for funding these initiatives.  

Bridge digital divide: There are two key imperatives for bridging the digital divide:  

        a) Capability enhancement of citizens: To enable citizens to reap the benefits of Digital India 

initiatives, the government should disseminate information through multiple channels and train citizens on 

use of technology devices and various interfaces (e.g. web portals, app, etc.).  

     b) Design of digital services: The governments should design easy-to-use intuitive interfaces. The 

private sector expertise can be leveraged in this aspect. Service providers (e.g. government agencies, 

universities, etc.) should design simple process flows such that a user can do the transactions with minimal 

human intervention . 

Security and privacy: The government and system integrators should ensure application of state-of-the-art 

security protocols (e.g. 256-bit AES encryption, etc.). Relevant privacy policies should be instituted by the 

government so that the information is not misused by people who have access to it.  

 

What is required in India‘s government sector is a strategic shift from the commodity based IT approach to 

a mature solution/services based approach. The central and state governments need to start procuring IT 
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services rather than procuring hardware, software and services. By creating innovative internet based 

business models in e-governance context to strengthen the relationship between people and government. 

Implementation can be done in progressive stages such as getting online with web sites, providing 

electronic distribution, implementing financial transaction such as tax or license payments. Though there 

are challenges but India can still achieve its goal of egovernance throughout the country if all the 

procedures are followed and there is a constant watch and accountability from all concerned departments 

that are involved in it and above all there is a political will to implement it and serve the citizens of the 

country. 
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